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Objective: In the current posthoc analyses, we evaluated 
the impact of markers of aberrant data variability on 
drug placebo separation and placebo and drug response 
in an acute schizophrenia clinical trial.Methods: Positive 
and negative syndrome scale data were obtained from a 
phase 2, randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled trial 
in hospitalized adults with schizophrenia experiencing an 
acute exacerbation. We assessed the impact of a total of 
six markers of aberrant data variability: erratic ratings, 
unusually large postbaseline improvement, high and low 
mean square successive difference (MSSD), identical and 
nearly identical ratings and compared the drug placebo dif-
ference, drug and treatment response at last visit in affected 
subjects vs those not affected. All analyses were conducted 
using generalized linear models.Results: In this posthoc 
analysis, drug placebo separation decreased with the pres-
ence of most markers of aberrant data variability. The only 
exception was high MSSD was associated with significant 
increase in the signal. In the affected subjects, the presence 
of indicators of increased data variability augmented the 
response to placebo, in the case of large postbaseline change 
and high MSSD, significantly. The presence of indicators 
of decreased variability numerically but not statistically 
decreased the response to placebo. Similar findings were 
observed in the drug treatment group with the exception 
of erratic ratings that numerically but not statistically 
decreased the response to the drug.Discussion: The pres-
ence of most indicators of aberrant data variability had a 
detrimental effect on drug-placebo separation and showed 
different effects on placebo and treatment response.
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Introduction

Nearly seven decades after the synthesis and commercial 
availability of chlorpromazine, schizophrenia remains 
one of the most debilitating mental disorders, associated 
with significantly decreased life expectancy1 and severe 
socio-economic burden.2 Even recently approved anti-
psychotic treatments are often associated with unwanted 
side effects, such as weight gain, sedation, and akathisia.

Successful development of new antipsychotics has 
been made more difficult by increasing placebo response 
and diminishing effect sizes over at least the last two 
decades.3 These trends are widely acknowledged to be 
multifactorial and have been attributed to industry spon-
sorship, large number of sites, higher probability of re-
ceiving medication over placebo and a plethora of other 
causes.3–6

In addition to factors such as these, we have observed 
patterns of unexpected variability in psychopathology 
measurement that appear to be associated with increased 
placebo response and reduced separation between pla-
cebo and study drug. Among these patterns, erratic 
ratings emerged as a robust predictor of placebo response 
and drug-placebo separation in retrospective analyses 
of three clinical trials with bitopertin in schizophrenic 
subjects suffering from predominant negative symptoms.7 
Those trials did not separate from placebo. In the cur-
rent retrospective analysis, we investigated which other 
patterns of unexpected variability would also impact 
placebo and drug response and drug-placebo separa-
tion in a phase IIb clinical trial of the effect of KarXT 
in acutely psychotic hospitalized schizophrenic subjects. 
We hypothesized that each of the individual measures 
of excessive and diminished variability tested would be 
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associated with diminished assay sensitivity of the clin-
ical trial to detect differences in drug vs. placebo even in 
the context of a successful trial.

Methods

Intent-to-treat data was obtained from a phase 2, 
multicenter, 5 week, randomized, double-blind, placebo 
controlled trial of  KarXT in hospitalized adults with 
DSM-5 schizophrenia in the United States experiencing 
an acute exacerbation or relapse of  symptoms. 
(NCT03697252) The sponsor of  the study employed an 
extensive set of  procedures to address the reliability and 
accuracy of  symptom measurement and modulation of 
placebo response. These procedures included: (1) site se-
lection based on previous performance; (2) prestudy cali-
bration of  interview and symptom severity measurement 
technique; (3) placebo response mitigation training; (4) 
operationalization and monitoring of  acuity criteria; (5) 
enhanced instructions and data quality checks embedded 
in eCOA; (6) recording and independent expert review 
of audio recorded PANSS interviews; (7) blinded ana-
lytic review of endpoint data for concerning patterns; (8) 
rapid remediation of  rating and interview errors; and (9) 
site enrolment continually tied to data quality.

Excessive Data Variability

We retrospectively examined the impact of three markers 
of excessive data variability, erratic ratings, unusually large 
decrease in PANSS total score in the first postbaseline 
visit, and high mean square successive difference (MSSD) 
on placebo response and placebo-study drug separation 
of the PANSS total score. The MSSD as an average of 
squared differences between successive observations is a 
measure of temporal instability accounting for both vari-
ability and temporal dependency over time.8

Erratic ratings in the PANSS total score were originally 
operationally defined as at least one occurrence of a 15+ 
point change in opposite direction at two consecutive 
visits. We selected 15 points change on the PANSS as it 
was shown to represent the minimum clinically important 
difference in the PANSS.9 Since the occurrence of these 
erratic ratings in the dataset was low and did not allow 
for a comparison, we lowered the cut-off  to 10+ point 
changes in opposite direction at two consecutive visits.

Unusually large changes were operationally defined as 
decreases in the PANSS total score by week 2 (the first 
postbaseline visit where PANSS was administered) that 
were below the 10th percentile of the study. Thus, about 
10% of subjects were expected to fulfill this criterion.

High mean square successive differences were oper-
ationally defined as those differences that exceeded the 
90th percentile of the study. Again, approximately 10% of 
subjects were expected to fulfill this criterion.

Decreased Data Variability

Originally, we evaluated three markers of decreased 
variability: identical ratings across visits in the PANSS; 
nearly identical ratings across visits in the PANSS; and 
low mean square successive difference. Since the occur-
rence of identical ratings in the dataset was extremely 
low, we combined identical and nearly identical ratings 
into a single marker.

Nearly identical and identical ratings, respectively, 
were operationally defined as PANSS ratings where 27 
or more of the total of 30 PANSS items or 30/30 of the 
PANSS items had exactly the same score at two or more 
consecutive visits.

Low mean squared successive difference was opera-
tionally defined as MSSD below 10th percentile of the 
study.

Statistical Analysis

For each of  the data quality concerns, we compared 
the change in the PANSS from baseline to last visit in 
subjects affected by the respective data concerns vs. 
those not affected. Additionally, we estimated the drug 
placebo difference and the treatment effect size in the 
group of  subjects not affected by the respective data 
quality concerns versus those in the group of  subjects 
who were affected. A generalized linear model was fitted 
with fixed effect of  subgroup, treatment, baseline PANSS 
total score and subgroup treatment two-way interaction 
as covariates. The analysis was carried out in SAS 9.4 
(TS1M2).

Given the exploratory nature and the small number of 
planned analyses, no correction for multiple testing was 
applied.

Results

The dataset consisted of 165 subjects with evaluable 
data. In the current phase 2b data set, quality concerns 
were significantly decreased at alpha of 0.05 for the origi-
nally defined erratic ratings, identical and nearly identical 
ratings compared to historical data.10 For those quality 
concerns defined as a percentage of affected visits (i.e. 
large postbaseline changes, high and low MSSD) fre-
quency was at the expected levels of 10% based on his-
torical data.10

The distribution of subjects with the examined varia-
bility indicators is summarized in Table 1. For four out 
of the five tested indicators there was no difference in 
distribution of the affected subjects between the placebo 
and the treatment groups. The only significant difference 
(P = .021) was observed in the increased presence of large 
postbaseline changes in the treatment group compared to 
the placebo group.
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Results 1. Effect of Variability Indicators on Drug 
Placebo Separation

The objective of the first set of analyses was to assess 
whether the variability indicators impacted signal detec-
tion by comparing drug placebo separation for the af-
fected versus the not affected subjects. Figure 1 shows the 
drug placebo difference at end of treatment in subjects not 
affected by the indicators and in affected subjects. KarXT 
separated from placebo in all tested groups in the subjects 
not affected by the indicators, while in the affected group 
in four out of the five tested indicators the drug did not 
separate from placebo. The only exception was the pres-
ence of high mean squared successive difference where 
the KarXT treatment arm significantly separated from 
placebo (P < 0.001) (further details in table 2)

Results 2. Effect of Variability Indicators on Placebo 
and Drug Response

The objective of the second set of analyses was to as-
sess the impact of the variability indicators on the end of 
treatment change in the placebo and treatment groups, 

respectively. The presence of indicators of increased 
variability augmented the response to placebo in the af-
fected subjects. As shown in figure 2 and table 2, the LS 
mean change from baseline in the placebo arm was sig-
nificantly increased (P < .05, two-tailed) in subjects af-
fected by high mean squared successive difference and in 
subjects affected by large postbaseline change. The pres-
ence of indicators of reduced variability then reduced the 
response to placebo in the affected group; however, the 
differences were only numerical and not statistically sig-
nificant. A very similar pattern was observed in the case 
of subjects randomized to KarXT, with the exception of 
erratic ratings, which presence unlike in the placebo arm 
decreased numerically the response to treatment in the af-
fected group (figure 2 and table 2).

Discussion

Previously, we observed that erratic ratings increased pla-
cebo response and diminished drug-placebo separation 
in a very large, phase 3 global negative symptom clinical 
program.7 In the current posthoc analysis, we examined 
the effect of erratic ratings as well as other measures of 

Table 1. Distribution of Variability Indices in the Dataset

Placebo KarXT Total Pa

Erratic change 6/84 (7.1%) 4/81 (4.9%) 10/165 (6.1%) 0.553
Large postchange 3/84 (3.6%) 11/81 (13.6%) 14/165 (8.5%) 0.021
High mean squared successive difference 6/84 (7.1%) 9/81 (11.1%) 15/165 (9.1%) 0.375
Nearly identical ratings 11/84(13.1%) 8/81(9.9%) 19/165(11.5%) 0.517
Low mean squared successive difference 7/84 (8.3%) 3/81(3.7%) 10/165(6.1%) 0.213

Shown are the number and percentage of subjects by treatment arm and total.
a KarXT group compared to placebo group using Fisher’s exact test.

Fig. 1. Last visit drug−placebo difference in least square mean change from baseline for affected and not affected subjects. P values 
represent comparison with the placebo group. *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001.
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increased and decreased data variability on placebo re-
sponse, drug response and drug placebo separation in a 
phase 2 acute schizophrenia trial. The current findings 
appear to confirm and extend the previously reported 
detrimental impact of erratic ratings on drug-placebo 
separation in a qualitatively different schizophrenia clin-
ical trial population. Finding that erratic ratings have 
essentially the same impact in both successful trials and 
unsuccessful trials and in acute schizophrenia trials as 
well as negative symptom trials extends the importance 
of paying attention to erratic ratings. In examining this 
acutely psychotic population, we broadened the ret-
rospective analyses to include additional measures of 
data variability. In addition to confirming the impact 
of erratic ratings, we observed significantly increased 

response to placebo in those subjects who were affected 
by other measures of increased variability, that is, large 
postbaseline change and high MSSD. Numerically lower 
response to placebo was observed in the case of decreased 
data variability in affected subjects; however, compared 
to the nonaffected subjects the difference did not reach 
statistical significance, possibly due to the relatively low 
number of affected subjects. In the affected group, the 
drug placebo difference was severely impacted by the 
presence of all examined data quality concerns, and with 
the exception of high MSSD drug would not separate 
from placebo in the group of affected subjects.

Erratic ratings represent clinically unexpected 
symptom fluctuations over a short period of time. The 
originally proposed cutoff of 15 points could not be used 

Fig. 2. Last visit difference in least square mean change from baseline between affected and not affected subjects. P values represent the 
comparison of subjects affected vs those not affected within each treatment arm. *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001.

Table 2. Summary of PANSS Changes at Last Visit for Placebo and KarXT Treatment Arms in Groups not Affected and Affected by 
Examined Indicators in NCT03697252 Trial

Placebo KarXT

Indicator Group N LS Mean SEM N LS Mean SEM Pa Cohen’s da

Erratic changes NON-IDb 78 −5.63 1.63 77 −16.65 1.64 <.0001 −0.76
IDc 6 −8.44 5.88 4 −12.31 7.2 0.6772 −0.28

Large postbaseline change NON-ID 81 −4.69 1.37 70 −12.92 1.47 <.0001 0.65
ID 3 −36.37 7.13 11 −38.87 3.73 0.7573 0.3

High MSSD NON-ID 78 −4.98 1.45 72 −13.25 1.51 <.0001 −0.66
ID 6 −16.42 5.23 9 −42.27 4.27 0.0001 −1.49

Nearly identical NON-ID 73 −6.43 1.68 73 −17.06 1.68 <.0001 −0.73
ID 11 −1.83 4.35 8 −10.82 5.07 0.1798 −0.67

Low MSSD NON-ID 77 −6.53 1.62 78 −17.03 1.61 <.0001 −0.72
ID 7 1.94 5.37 3 −1.17 8.19 0.7502 −1.04

a KarXT group compared to placebo group.
b Not-affected subjects.
c Affected subjects.
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for the purposes of our analysis since only two subjects 
meeting those cutoffs were identified in the dataset. The 
cutoff  of 10 points utilized identified a small subset of 
affected subjects almost equally represented in the pla-
cebo and treatment groups. Erratic ratings likely repre-
sent a number of measurement errors that translate into 
the zig-zag pattern of disease severity fluctuation over 
time. In the current data, erratic ratings were in 33% of 
cases associated with rater change that could be, at least 
in part, responsible for the data variability observed. This 
raises the possibility that in the context of rater change 
erratic ratings occurred because the two raters were not 
calibrated sufficiently in their interview styles and/or 
symptom measurement technique. In other cases, erratic 
ratings might occur in the context of inconsistencies or 
deficiencies in a single rater’s interview and measurement/
scoring technique. For example responsible raters could 
be more inclined to use extreme scores on individual item 
levels in combination with relative ratings compared to 
previous visit, rather than rating the actual symptom 
severity using the appropriate anchors. Both scenarios 
could be prevented by enhanced training. The observa-
tion that erratic ratings appear to enhance placebo re-
sponse while reducing drug response is puzzling but in 
alignment with our prior findings in the three bitopertin 
studies in subjects suffering from negative symptoms.7 
A plausible explanation is that in some cases raters are 
accurately identifying an unusual subgroup of subjects, 
for example subjects possibly exhibiting lability associ-
ated with the untreated, placebo state, albeit the ampli-
tude of the changes may be incorrectly pronounced. In 
any case, attempted replication in a larger data set may 
be informative.

Unusually large postbaseline improvements are some-
times interpreted as indicative of intentional inflation of 
a subject’s severity at baseline that would allow the sub-
ject to meet study inclusion criteria. If  so, the large drop 
in scores immediately following baseline could be more 
reflective of the true subject severity at the time of entry 
into the study rather than a real improvement. Another 
explanation for unusually large improvement immedi-
ately after baseline is expectation bias by the subject and/
or rater that the test medication will be highly effective. 
This could potentially explain the increased frequency of 
this indicator in the KarXT treatment arm where expec-
tation bias may have amplified the amount of actual im-
provement in the affected subjects. Intentional baseline 
inflation seems unlikely in the current study because all 
subjects identified with these large changes had scores well 
above the minimal threshold and independent reviews of 
audio-recorded baseline interviews may have deterred 
possible baseline inflation. Although unexpectedly large 
early changes from baseline were infrequent in this study, 
they could represent a subgroup of rapid responder. In 
addition more intensive training efforts to modulate ex-
pectation bias originating from subjects, informants and 

investigative sites might further increase confidence in the 
veracity of these large changes.

Identical ratings represent a highly concerning data 
finding. Clinically, individual symptom severities are ex-
pected to oscillate over time even in stable subjects; addi-
tionally, given the reliability properties of the PANSS,11 
it is exceedingly difficult for an expert rater to rate the 
same subject exactly the same even under the hypothet-
ical situation of absolutely no symptom change. We 
have as well previously demonstrated that two random 
raters rating the same videotaped interview are expected 
to agree on all 30/30 PANSS items in 0.016% of cases,12 
Identical ratings may be indicative of expectation bias of 
no change, failure to conduct an independent interview, 
copy pasting of scores obtained during prior interview(s) 
or data fabrication. Visits with identical ratings were sub-
stantially rarer (<1%) in the current data set compared to 
our database of acute schizophrenia studies (2.5%) and 
affected in total only three subjects, one randomized to 
KarXT and two to placebo. Less is known about the sig-
nificance of nearly identical PANSS ratings. In the cur-
rent study, the combined identical and nearly identical 
PANSS rating groups did numerically decrease response 
to both, investigational drug and placebo, and affected 
subjects failed to separate drug from placebo.

Mean squared successive difference (MSSD) assesses 
unusual levels of variability over the entire course of the 
subject’s participation in the study. Thus, subtle anoma-
lous data patterns can be identified that might not have 
been detected by more point in time quality indicators. 
For the purposes of the analysis, thresholds were set at 
10% of data at either end of distribution, but more strin-
gent cut-offs could be used in larger studies to increase 
specificity. Placebo response was significantly increased 
in subjects affected by high MSSD; subjects affected by 
low MSSD showed on average worsening on placebo but 
did not differ from the remaining subjects in the placebo 
arm. While subjects affected by low MSSD did not sep-
arate from placebo in the current study possibly due to a 
small number of cases, subjects affected by high MSSD 
showed a clear separation between drug and placebo with 
an effect size larger than the effect size in the nonaffected 
group. It is important to note that the magnitude of im-
provement in both arms seems exaggerated, the placebo 
response in the affected subjects was numerically larger 
than the response to KarXT in the not affected group. 
The data supports the intuitively obvious notion that out-
lying measurement patterns have the potential to enhance 
as well as attenuate drug-placebo separation.

The sponsor implemented a robust and continuous pro-
gram to assure the validity of the data. It consisted of rig-
orous selection of sites based on prior performance, rater 
calibration at the beginning of the trial, placebo modu-
lation training, as well as ongoing monitoring of subject 
eligibility and quality of ratings by audio recording of all 
PANSS assessments and their independent verification by 
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highly calibrated group of central reviewers. Additionally, 
all collected efficacy data were continuously scrutinized 
by central analytical program and sites were allowed to 
screen subjects based on ongoing performance. These 
implemented measures resulted in rapid corrective actions 
when data concerns were identified and minimization of 
spread of these concerns in the data. Thus, it was not sur-
prising that the frequency of data quality concerns in the 
current study was modest.

In summary, the current posthoc analysis in an acutely 
psychotic schizophrenic population replicated an earlier 
finding in a predominantly negative symptom schizo-
phrenia population that erratic ratings are associated with 
diminished drug-placebo separation. In addition, other 
measures of  increased and decreased variability appeared 
to impact drug-placebo separation. Interpretation of  the 
analyses are limited by their posthoc nature and the rel-
atively small size of  the affected groups. Despite these 
limitations, the findings are consistent with the notion 
that markers can be identified in blinded data sets that 
are associated with diminished signal detection. Raters 
prone to such patterns can be remediated or limited 
from rating new subjects, potentially minimizing their 
impact on data quality. This type of  intervention could 
be added to other elements of  a systematic approach to 
minimizing risks to endpoint data quality such as careful 
calibration of  raters prior to the study, placebo response 
modulation training, blinded data analytics to identify 
aberrant rating patterns and external expert review of 
recorded interviews. A  well designed prospective study 
randomizing sites and raters to this systematic approach 
or no intervention would provide a more definitive an-
swer whether and how much these measures impact on 
data quality.
Conflicts of Interest: This posthoc analysis was funded 
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are employees of Signant Health. Dr Brannan is an em-
ployee of Karuna Therapeutics.
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